A combination of small-cluster exact-diagonalization calculations and a well-controlled approximative method is used to study the ground-state phase diagram of the spin-one-half Falicov-Kimball model extended by the spindependent on-site interaction between localized (f ) and itinerant (d) electrons. Both the magnetic and charge ordering are analysed as functions of the spindependent on-site interaction (J) and the total number of itinerant (N d ) and localized (N f ) electrons at selected U (the spin-independent interaction between the f and d electrons). It is shown that the spin-dependent interaction (for N f = L, where L is the number of lattice sites) stabilizes the ferromagnetic (F) and ferrimagnetic (FI) state, while the stability region of the antiferromagnetic (AF) phase is gradually reduced. The precisely opposite effect on the stability of F, FI and AF phases has a reduction of N f . Moreover, the strong coupling between the f and d-electron subsystems is found for both N f = L as well as N f < L.
Introduction
In the past decade, a considerable amount of effort has been devoted to understand the underlying physics that leads to a charge ordering in strongly correlated electron systems. The motivation was clearly due to the observation of a such ordering in doped nickelate [1] and cuprate [2] materials, some of which constitute materials that exhibit high-temperature superconductivity. One of the simplest models suitable to describe charge ordered phases in interacting electron systems is the Falicov-Kimball model (FKM) [3] . Indeed, it was shown that already the simplest version of this model (the spinless FKM) exhibits an extremely rich spectrum of charge ordered solutions, including various types of periodic, phase-separated and striped phases [4] .
However, the spinless version of the FKM, although non-trivial, is not able to account for all aspects of real experiments. For example, many experiments show that a charge superstructure is accompanied by a magnetic superstructure [1, 2] . In order to describe both types of ordering in the unified picture Lemanski [5] proposed a simple model based on a generalization of the spin-one-half FKM with an anisotropic, spin-dependent local interaction that couples the localized and itinerant subsystems.
The model Hamiltonian is
where f + iσ , f iσ are the creation and annihilation operators for an electron of spin σ =↑, ↓ in the localized state at lattice site i and d The first term of (1) is the kinetic energy corresponding to quantum-mechanical hopping of the itinerant d electrons between sites i and j. These intersite hopping transitions are described by the matrix elements t ij , which are −t if i and j are the 
where L is the number of lattice sites. The third term is the above mentioned anisotropic, spin-dependent (of the Ising type) local interaction between the localized and itinerant electrons that reflects the Hund's rule force. Moreover, it is assumed that the on-site Coulomb interaction between f electrons is infinite and so the double occupancy of f orbitals is forbidden.
Thus from the major interaction terms that come into account for the interacting d and f electron subsystems only the Hubbard type interaction between the spin-up and spin-down d electrons has been omitted in the Hamiltonian (1) . In his work [5] Lemanski presents a simple justification for the omission of this term, based on an intuitive argument: the longer time electrons occupy the same site, the more important becomes interaction between them. According to this rule the interaction between the itinerant d electrons (U dd ) is smaller than the interaction between the localized f electrons (U f f ) as well as smaller than the spin-independent interaction between the localized and itinerant electrons U. In this paper we specify more precisely conditions when this term can be neglected. For this reason we start our study with the case U dd = 0. To determine the effects of U dd interaction on the ground-states of the conventional spin-one-half FKM (J = 0) the exhaustive studies of the ground-state phase diagrams of the model (in the n f − U dd plane) are performed for several cluster sizes. Of course, an inclusion of the U dd term makes the Hamiltonian (1) intractable by methods used for the conventional spin-one-half/spinless FKM and thus it is necessary to use other numerical methods. Here we use the Lanczos method to study exactly the ground states of the spin-one-half FKM generalized with U dd interaction between the spin-up and spin-down d electrons.
Results and discussion

The spin-1/2 FKM with the Hubbard interaction between itinerant electrons
The Hamiltonian of the spin-1/2 FKM with the Hubbard interaction between itinerant d electrons can be written as the sum of three terms:
Since the f -electron density operators f + iσ f iσ of each site i commute with the Hamiltonian (2), the f -electron occupation number is a good quantum number, taking only two values, w iσ = 0, 1 according to whether the site i is unoccupied or occupied by the localized f electron of spin σ. Therefore the Hamiltonian (2) can be rewritten
where h ij = t ij +U(w i↓ +w i↑ )δ ij . This Hamiltonian can be considered as a generalized Hubbard model. To determine the ground-state energy of the model we have used the Lanczos method [6] . However, since the hopping amplitudes depend now on the f -electron distribution w = {w 1 , w 2 . . . w L } (we remember that the double occupancy of f orbitals is forbidden w i = w i↑ + w i↓ = 0, 1) the Lanczos procedure has to be 
where
Thus for a given f -electron configuration (4) is the second-quantized version of the single-particle Hamiltonian h(w), so the investigation of the model (4) is reduced to the investigation of the spectrum of h for different configurations of f electrons. This can be performed exactly, over the full set of f -electron distributions (including their spins), or approximatively, over the reduced set of f -electron configurations. The second way has been used in the original work by Lemanski [5] . He studied the twodimensional version of the model using the method of restricted phase diagrams (all possible configurations of the localized f electrons for which the number of sites per unit cell is less or equal to 4 are considered) and presented some preliminary results concerning the charge and magnetic order in the ground-state of this model. For example, he detected various phases with complex charge and magnetic structures that form consecutive stages of transformation of F to AF phase with an increase of the band filling. In the present work we study the one (D=1) and two (D=2) dimensional analogue of the model. To determine the ground states of the model we use the method of small cluster-exact diagonalization calculations in a combination with a well-controlled numerical method [7] . In general, the spin-dependent interaction J stabilizes the F and FI phases while the AF phase is gradually suppressed with increasing J. Moreover, we have observed that within the AF phase (with the exception of cases N d = 14, 26) the ground states (for given N d ) do not change when J increases, while within the FI phase very strong effects of J on ground states were found (see Fig. 2 ). For example, the transition from the AF to F phase at N f = 12 realizes through the following sequence of FI 
Between these configurations and the F region the ground states are the segregated configurations of the type These results show that the spectrum of magnetic and charge solutions that yields the spin-one-half FKM model generalized with the spin-dependent interaction between the localized and itinerant electrons is indeed very rich. Of course, one can ask if these phases persist also on larger clusters. Unfortunately, lattices larger than
are beyond the reach of present day computers within the exact diagonalization technique. Therefore, to resolve this problem one has to use other numerical methods. Very promising seems to be the well-controlled numerical method that we have elaborated recently to study ground states of the spinless FKM [7] . This method is described in detail in our previous papers [7, 8] and thus we summarize here only the main steps of the algorithm that is a simple modification of the exact-diagonalization algorithm described above: (i) Chose a trial configuration w = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w L }. Fig. 4 ). Moreover, we have observed that the main configurations types found for L = 24 persist also on large clusters and thus we suppose that the real magnetic phase diagram of the model will be very close to ones presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , Of course, it is possible that some ground states that are uniform on the finite lattices could be degenerated in the thermodynamic limit.
The same calculations we have performed also in two dimensions. The twodimensional results are of particular importance since they could shed light on the mechanism of two-dimensional charge and magnetic ordering in doped nickelate [1] and cuprate [2] materials. Here we concern our attention on a description of basic types of charge and magnetic ordering that exhibits the spin-one-half FKM with spin- In both cases the basic structure of the phase diagram is formed by three large F, FI and AF domains that are accompanied by secondary phases. However, while in the one dimension the secondary phases are stable only in isolated points at very small values of J, in two dimensions these secondary phases persist also for large J.
Calculations that we have performed on different clusters (4 × 4, 6 × 6, and 8 × 8) showed that the secondary structure depends very strongly on the cluster-size (with increasing L it is gradually suppressed) and it is not excluded that it fully disappears in the thermodynamic limit (L → ∞).
The typical examples of the ground-state configurations (that represent the most frequently appearing types of the ground states in the N d − J phase diagram) are displayed in Fig. 6 . Again one can see that the spectrum of magnetic solutions that yields the FKM extended by spin-dependent interaction is very rich. In addition to the F phase (that the stability region shifts to higher d-electron concentrantions when J increases) there are various types of AF and FI structures like the antiparallel F domains (2-3), the axial magnetic stripes (4-7), the diagonal magnetic stripes (8) (9) (10) (11) and the perturbed diagonal magnetic stripes (12-15). This again demonstrates strong effects of the spin-dependent interaction on the formation of magnetic superstructures in the extended FKM and its importance for a correct description of correlated electron systems.
From the experimental point of view the most interesting case is, however, the case N f < L that could model the real situation in doped nickelate and cuprate systems [1, 2] . To describe possible charge and magnetic orderings for N f < L we have performed an exhaustive studies of the model on the 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 clusters.
Numerical calculations have been done over the full set of N f and N d values and they revealed a rich spectrum of coexisting charge and magnetic superstructures.
Some typical examples of these superstructures are presented in Fig. 7 . Between them one can find various types of phase segregated (e.g., 1), phase separated (e.g.,
16
) and n-molecular (e.g., 3) configurations with F,FI and AF ground states as well as various types of axial (e.g., 9) and diagonal (e.g., 5) magnetic/charge stripes. In generally, we have observed that the system has tendency towards phase segregation for small and large d-electron concentrations, while near the n d = 1 point the system prefers to form the various types of axial and diagonal stripes. In addition, similarly as in D = 1 a strong reduction of F and F I phases with decreasing N f is observed also in D = 2. We have found that the same tendencies and the same types of configurations persist on both examined latices (6 × 6 and 8 × 8) , confirming the stability of obtained results.
Although we have presented here only the basic types of charge and magnetic superstructures (a more complete set will be given elsewhere) they clearly demonstrate an ability of the model to describe different types of charge and magnetic ordering.
This opens an alternative route for understanding of formation an inhomogeneous charge/magnetic order in strongly correlated electron systems. In comparison to previous studies of this phenomenon based on the Hubbard and t−J model [9] , the study within the generalized spin-one-half FKM has one essential advantage and namely that it can be performed in a controllable way (due to the condition [f 
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